Chondrocyte redifferentiation in 3D: the effect of adhesion site density and substrate elasticity.
To obtain sufficient cell numbers for cartilage tissue engineering with autologous chondrocytes, cells are typically expanded in monolayer culture. As a result, they lose their chondrogenic phenotype in a process called dedifferentiation, which can be reversed upon transfer into a 3D environment. We hypothesize that the properties of this 3D environment, namely adhesion site density and substrate elasticity, would influence this redifferentiation process. To test this hypothesis, chondrocytes were expanded in monolayer and their phenotypical transition was monitored. Agarose hydrogels manipulated to give different RGD adhesion site densities and mechanical properties were produced, cells were incorporated into the gels to induce redifferentiation, and constructs were analyzed to determine cell number and extracellular matrix production after 2 weeks of 3D culture. The availability of adhesion sites within the gels inhibited cellular redifferentiation. Glycosaminoglycan production per cell was diminished by RGD in a dose-dependent manner and cells incorporated into gels with the highest RGD density, remained positive for collagen type I and produced the least collagen type II. Substrate stiffness, in contrast, did not influence cellular redifferentiation, but softer gels contained higher cell numbers and ECM amounts after 2 weeks of culture. Our results indicate that adhesion site density but not stiffness influences the redifferentiation process of chondrocytes in 3D. This knowledge might be used to optimize the redifferentiation process of chondrocytes and thus the formation of cartilage-like tissue.